Impressivo
Black Matt

- Wide range of functionalities
- Fully compatible with existing colour range
- Soft touch surface
Impressivo is designed for Nordic homes and buildings as well as for the Nordic installation culture. With Impressivo, you can do installations from all different size of households to challenging commercial facilities and public buildings.
Impressivo Black Matt
New standard colour for demanding taste, with a luxurious touch.

Impressivo is reinforced by the new Black Matt colour. Combine the best installability on the market with uncompromising elegance in both new construction and renovation projects. The series is suitable for both flush and surface mounting in common dry and wet environments.

The charm of the Black matt lies in its uncompromisingly sleek design that together with deep dark colour and matt surface creates a modern impression.

Features
- Wide range of functionalities
- Fully compatible with the existing colour range
- Soft touch surface
- Products for both flush and surface mounting
- Suitable for common wet and dry environments

Impressivo colours

Impressivo is available in four colours (white, aluminium, anthracite, black matt) that can be freely combined with carat® and Busch-axcent® cover frames.
Soft touch surface brings pleasant feel of touch.
Accentuate – fade, or play

Bring unity into a space or break and divide it by using switch ranges. Products from Impressivo and other design ranges are compatible with each other and they can be freely combined.

carat®

Carat® cover frames are made of genuine materials and they are well suited to spaces that require sophisticated solutions. Elegant colours bring luxurious feel for any kind of space. Cover frames are available in following colour variants: black glass, white glass, bronze and anthracite.
**Busch-axcent®**

Uniform, in consistently straight lines and bold edges based design meets in harmony with a variety of colours. In creatively designed spaces suited colours and solutions originate from drawing boards of known architects and designers. Fulfil yourself with bright and broken colours or combine them freely.
**All essential functions**

**Functions**
Impressivo Black Matt colour contains all the essential functions required for switch ranges. Switches, socket outlets, movement detectors and dimmers are a natural part of the product range.

**Dry and humid environments**
Black Matt can be installed in both dry and humid environments and also outside for example, as a socket outlet or car heating or decorative lighting.

**Soft touch surface**
In addition to modern appearance, Black Matt is also pleasant to touch. Impressivo Black Matt has soft touch surface that feels enjoyable every time you switch the light on or plug in an electrical device.

**Safety**
Black Matt combines all the familiar elements of Impressivo like easy installation, reliability and safety. Socket outlets are safety shuttered for extra protection and security for children and other users. Socket outlets are always safe to use.
Natural elegance. Black Matt as a part of modern architecture. Fits perfectly with materials like timber, wood, CLT and concrete.
Renovate with elegance

Pleasant touch and modern design of Impressivo Black Matt range are now available also for renovation projects. With Black Matt surface mounted products you can bring your electrification up to date and complete an astonishing renovation.
Finishing touches to your renovation
Utilize your existing flush mountings and supplement your system using safe and reliable Black Matt surface-mounted products.

With Black Matt range you can combine modern design with functions which meet all requirements of contemporary living.

Impressivo Black Matt range offers surface mounted products including socket outlets for lath and corner installation and for both common dry and wet environments.
Hotels

Black Matt Impressivo is an excellent choice in hotel rooms, lobbies and restaurants. Black Matt fits naturally with different kind of styles by adding its own modern edge.

First touch in hotel room
The first touch is often when you insert the hotel key card in the card switch. Thanks to new Black Matt Impressivo, now it feels pleasantly soft.

Black Matt works perfectly with natural materials like wood and stone by creating balanced and calm ambience of hotel room.

Easier to control the hotel with KNX
All rooms' lighting modes for evening-, day- and night can be managed with KNX system, even room service calls can be implemented to the KNX system.

Hotel visitors will feel the luxury by just switching lights on and will be immi

ently on good mood when entering the hotel room.
Also available in ABB-free@home- and KNX-systems

Impressivo Black Matt -range is also available in ABB-free@home- and KNX-systems.

Black Matt brings a unique impression and pleasant feel of touch.